Objective To form and assess a set of diagnostic ultrasound criteria to select malignant nodules for fine-needle aspiration (FNA) cytology and reduce number of FNA biopsies. Methods In this prospective observational service evaluation study, 171 thyroid nodules that underwent FNA cytology were independently scored by two observers for established nodular sonographic characteristics for malignancy. The final diagnosis was confirmed by surgery or a 6-month follow-up in nodules with benign cytology. Results Logistic regression analysis and receiver operating characteristic curve analysis results indicate good and comparable predictive powers of certain ultrasound characteristics in predicting malignancy. The highest sensitivity in detecting malignancy was achieved when taking together the information of marked hypoechogenicity, microcalcification and mixed central/peripheral or central Doppler colour flow pattern. A sensitivity of 100 % and a specificity of 76 % were obtained in detecting malignant nodules using this criteria.
Introduction
In the evaluation of thyroid nodules, high-resolution ultrasound is being increasingly used to detect malignancy and guide fineneedle aspiration (FNA) for cytological analysis. There have been consensus statements and guidelines from professional bodies for the diagnostic role of ultrasound in managing thyroid nodular disease [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] as there is a need to safely select malignant nodules for FNA cytology and reduce unnecessary FNA or biopsies. Ultrasound features are specific for malignancy and include irregular contours, microcalcification and intranodular colour Doppler flow pattern but none of them are independently and fully predictive of malignancy [1, 2, [6] [7] [8] [9] . A prospective study by Dominguez et al. [9] has indicated that the simultaneous presence or absence of these specific ultrasound and colour Doppler characteristics can change the pre-test probability for malignancy.
Currently in our institution, we offer FNA cytology analysis routinely in the evaluation of thyroid nodules but recognise the need to be discerning in selecting malignant nodules for FNA cytology and hence reduce unnecessary FNA biopsies [6, 10] . We therefore aim to, in our prospective service analysis study, form and test the diagnostic performance of a set of ultrasound and colour Doppler criteria to safely select malignant nodules for FNA cytology and hence reduce unnecessary FNA biopsies.
Materials and methods

Ethical considerations
Ethical approval was obtained from our institution's research development unit. Written informed consent was waived by the institutional review board.
Patient selection
Our service evaluation study included a total of 215 patients seen at our head and neck ultrasound clinic from January 2006 In line with our existing service provision, all patients with nodules were selected by the radiologist for FNA cytology analysis. All solitary nodules were selected for FNA cytology regardless of their sonographic and colour Doppler features. When a multinodular thyroid gland is encountered, the largest nodule was included in the study unless an atypical nodule with ultrasound features specific for malignancy was encountered [2, 6] . Recognised features suspicious for malignancy used include: microcalcification, ill-defined contours, marked hypogenicity and presence of internal or mixed vascularity [1, 2] . FNA was performed using a 21-G needle following verbal consent and smeared using an air-dried and fixed slide. FNA of a mixed solidcystic nodule was directed at the solid component. If abnormal regional lymphadenopathy was present, FNA was also performed at the abnormal lymph nodes. For the purpose of the study, the sonographic and colour Doppler features of the nodule that was selected for FNA cytology analysis were categorised for echogenicity, contours, nodular colour Doppler flow characteristics and the presence of calcification, all of which are regarded as important ultrasound signs associated with malignancy [1, 2] . The echogenicity of the nodule was compared with the surrounding parenchyma and was classified as markedly hypoechoic, hypoechoic, isoechoic/hyperechoic or cystic. If a cystic nodule is encountered, it is assessed for the other characteristics as with the solid nodules, such as contour, internal vascularity and calcification in its soft tissue component. Markedly hypoechoic was defined as lower echogenicity than the adjacent strap muscles. Contours were scored as well defined (crisp) margins or ill-defined (blurred, infiltrative) margins. The presence of calcification was scored as coarse calcification or microcalcifications, the latter being defined as tiny (less than 2 mm) linear hyperechoic foci with or without acoustic shadow. Nodular colour Doppler flow pattern was categorised as no flow, peripheral flow only, mixed flow (peripheral more than central), mixed flow (central more than peripheral) and central flow only. To evaluate for interobserver agreement, the nodules were also scanned and scored independently in the clinic by a second observer, a sonographer with 3 years' experience in thyroid ultrasound.
Cytological assessment and final diagnosis
As per our existing service provision, the slides were examined by cytologists experienced in thyroid cytology and graded in line with the British Thyroid Association [3] and Royal College of Pathologists [11] guidelines (Table 1 ). All nodules with a Thy2 cytology diagnosis denote benign nonneoplastic lesions, typically colloid nodules, thyroiditis and hyperplastic nodules [3, 11] . Occasional hyperplastic nodules show a microfollicular pattern with minimal colloid precluding a Thy2 diagnosis as it is not possible to differentiate from a neoplastic or potential malignant lesion. These nodules are classified as Thy3 [3, 4] . All nodules with a potential malignant cytology grading (Thy3, Thy4 and Thy5), were referred for surgery, with histological diagnosis obtained in all these cases. The final diagnosis of malignant nodules is based on surgery with histological diagnosis. The diagnosis of benign nonneoplastic nodules was based on Thy 2 cytology and they were also followed-up after 6 months to ensure stability; any nodule with a 20 % increase in diameter with minimum increase in two or more dimensions of 2 mm would be subjected to a further FNA cytological analysis to establish benignity [4] . Surgery with histological confirmation was available for some benign nodules where surgery was performed for cosmetic or compressive symptoms or nodules with Thy 3 cytology.
Statistical analyses
Logistic regression was used to predict the probability of a malignant nodule for each patient based on the four ultrasound characteristics (echogenicity, contour, colour flow, presence of calcification). Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis was used to examine the performance of these predicted values in determining a malignant result. ROC curve analysis was performed using the Stata software (version 9.2; StataCorp LP, Texas, USA). 
Results
Forty-four patients were excluded from the study as they were lost to follow-up scans to ensure benignity or the histology reports were unavailable (surgery at another centre or surgery refused). Of the 171 cases that were included in the study, there were 34 male and 141 female patients, and the median age was 48 years (range 18-88 years). One hundred and fifty-three were benign (140 were non-neoplastic and 13 were benign neoplasms [10 follicular adenoma, 3 hurthle cell neoplasm on histology]) and 18 were malignant (10 papillary carcinoma, 5 follicular carcinoma, 1 hurtle cell microcarcinoma, 1 medullary carcinoma and 1 lymphoma on histology). All the malignant nodules had cytology scores of Thy 3, Thy 4 or Thy 5, apart from one case of follicular carcinoma with a Thy1 score. Of the 140 benign non-neoplastic nodules, 10 cases had an indeterminate Thy3 cytology grade and therefore underwent surgery with histological confirmation of absence of cancer. The remaining 130 cases had Thy2 cytology grade, 12 of which had surgery and histological confirmation of benignity. The thyroid nodules vary in size, with diameters ranging from 0.6 cm to 7.5 cm. There is no significant difference in size between the benign nodules (mean 2.7 cm, SD 1.7 cm) and the malignant nodules (mean 2.8 cm, SD 1.1 cm) (unpaired t-test, p=0.68). There was also no significant difference between benign and malignant nodules in being palpable or not palpable (chi-squared test p=0.15) or in being solitary or occurring in a multinodular gland (chi-squared test p=0.22).
Logistic regression analysis results for both observers (Table 2) suggest that all four ultrasound characteristics (echogenicity, contour, colour flow, presence of calcification) are significantly associated with the final diagnosis. Marked hypoechogenicity, ill defined contour, mixed central/peripheral flow or central flow and calcification are features most likely to be associated with malignant nodules. The results of the multivariable analysis for both observers (Table 3) indicate that echogenicity, calcification and colour flow are still all significantly associated with the final diagnosis. However, the result for contour was not quite statistically significant. All the five nodules demonstrating microcalcification were malignant.
The area under the ROC curves ( Fig. 1) for both observers are of high value indicating good and comparable predictive powers of the logistic regression analysis in predicting the final diagnosis. The area under the curve (AUC) value for observer 1 and 2 is identical at 0.94 with 95 % CI of 0.90-0.98. Two different cut-offs were chosen at the ROC curves, one to give the best sensitivity, and a second to give the optimum combination of sensitivity and specificity (overall accuracy). The results are identical for both observers and are shown in Table 4 .
Based on the results of the logistic regression and ROC curve analysis and the fact that all cases demonstrating microcalcification were malignant, we propose a set of ultrasound selection criteria for detecting malignant nodules and selecting them for FNA cytology ( Table 5 ). The diagnostic performance of this selection criteria is listed in Table 6 .
Discussion
In the investigation of thyroid nodules, there is a need to safely select nodules for FNA cytological analysis to maximise benefits and minimise cost, given the high incidence of thyroid nodules [6, 10] . Evidence is gathering that the malignant potential of thyroid nodules may not be strongly associated with nodule size or palpability or whether they are solitary or occur in a multinodular gland [1, 2, [5] [6] [7] [8] 10] . Clinical risk factors such as a history of head and neck irradiation, thyroid cancer, a family history of thyroid cancer or familial adenomatous polyposis, rapid growth, vocal cord paralysis and regional lymphadenopathy [1, 6, 8] are uncommon. There is thus increasing reliance on ultrasound and colour Doppler, by virtue of certain specific characteristics for detecting malignancy, to select nodules for FNA or biopsy [2] . It has also been recommended that in a multinodular gland FNA should be targeted by suspicious ultrasound features rather than by a nodule being clinically dominant [2, 5, 6] . In our service evaluation study, we have tested a set of ultrasound and colour Doppler selection criteria for detecting malignant nodules and selecting them for FNA cytology ( Table 5 ). The characteristics of calcification, mixed colour flow pattern and markedly hypoechoic echo texture (Fig. 2) all have high odds ratios on the logistic regression (multivariable) analysis. In particular, microcalcification is the most specific sign, with all the five nodules demonstrating it being malignant. A sensitivity of 100 % (Table 6 ) is obtained making it a safe approach with all malignant nodules 'earmarked' and selected for FNA cytology. Even though this selection criterion has a lower specificity of 76 %, we have demonstrated that it can reduce substantially the number of required FNA biopsies. In our series of 171 patients, 117 out of the 153 benign nodules (Fig. 3) would not have required FNA cytology analysis to establish benignity if the selection criterion (Table 5 ) was applied in the first instance, with consequent benefit to both patient and service provision and reduction in cost.
The lower specificity is due to 36 false-positive cases. The most common nodular characteristic leading to false positive diagnosis is the presence of central or mixed colour flow pattern on Doppler ultrasound seen in 32 out of 36 falsepositive cases (Fig. 4) . But it is this characteristic that is the only abnormal characteristic in 6 of the 18 malignant nodules. The high sensitivity and lower positive predictive value of colour Doppler pattern in detecting malignancy is well documented in other studies [7, 12, 13] . A less common cause of false-positive result is marked hypoechogenicity (five cases). It is, however, the only abnormal feature in two malignant nodules. Seven out of eight cases of coarse calcification were false-positive for malignancy and in the one case of malignancy with coarse calcification, florid intranodular colour flow was also seen. By contrast, all five cases of microcalcification were malignant nodules, making it the most specific sign for malignancy. This sign is, however, also associated with either marked hypoechogenicity or marked intranodular colour flow in four out of five cases. Of a particular note is one case of histologically proven follicular carcinoma which had two nondiagnostic Thy1 cytology results preoperatively. This nodule was markedly hypoechoic and had marked central vascularity on ultrasound. Hence, in the case of a nodule where cytology is repeatedly non-diagnostic, ultrasound with colour Doppler can be valuable in helping the surgeon decide on surgery.
With regards to prospective studies investigating the use of ultrasound with colour Doppler [7, 9, 14, 15] , our study is, to our knowledge, the larger of two prospective studies [14] testing the diagnostic performance of a set of ultrasound and colour Doppler criteria in detecting malignancy in palpable and non-palpable thyroid nodules, where the Fig. 3 Ultrasound of the thyroid gland showing a benign colloid nodule which has typical ultrasound features of a non-neoplastic nodule. This nodule has a well-defined contour, an isoechoic/hyperechoic echo texture and demonstrates peripheral flow on colour Doppler Fig. 4 False-positive cases for malignancy. Ultrasound images of (a) a solid-cystic follicular adenoma and (b) a benign hyperplastic nodule. The nodules demonstrated mixed (central and peripheral) colour flow pattern on colour Doppler and selected for FNA using our criteria in Table 5 final diagnosis is established by histology for all malignant and indeterminate nodules and cytology with follow-up for all nodules with benign cytology. In a smaller study of 66 patients (78 thyroid nodules), Yunus et al. [14] demonstrated a slightly lower sensitivity and specificity of 93.8 % and 66 % respectively compared with ours in detecting malignancy for a set of selection criteria that are similar to ours but also included a taller than wide shape of the nodule and nodular irregularity/microlobulations. Their study, however, included only solid nodules (cystic nodules excluded).
In interpreting the results, it is important to note the limitations of our prospective study. Our study is part of a service evaluation with the aim of informing the evidence around rationalising selection for FNA. Many patients in our hospital catchment area are managed in primary care by general practitioners who refer mainly more complex cases to our clinic. In addition, there is selection bias with many nodules, with benign cytology being excluded from the study, having not being followed-up as part of the criteria to establish benignity. Bias is also introduced as nodules are not randomly selected for FNA in a multinodular gland but selected by size or atypical ultrasound features. Having said this, 10 % of the cases in our sample were malignant and comparable with an overall incidence of 9.2-13 % in patients with thyroid nodules selected for FNA [1] . Even though our sample size is smaller than the few other prospective studies [7, 9, 15] evaluating thyroid ultrasound characteristics with colour Doppler, it is the largest prospective study to date investigating the use of a set of ultrasound and colour Doppler criteria in selecting malignancy nodules for FNA or biopsy. As with many studies in the literature evaluating thyroid ultrasound characteristics, the diagnosis of a benign nodule in the majority of our patients is a cytological rather than a histological one, as these patients do not routinely undergo surgery for benign non-neoplastic nodules. We hope to offset the limitations of cytological diagnosis by performing FNA under ultrasound guidance by an experienced radiologist rather than blindly [16, 17] and with slides read by dedicated head and neck cytologists. By additionally following-up these nodules for 6 months or more to ensure stability in size [4] , we hope to support the benign nature of these nodules. None of the Thy 2 nodules in our study were later classified as neoplastic on follow-up. However, we note from the observation of Ito et al. [18] that papillary microcarcinomas may not increase in size over 1-or 2-year follow-up. It may be worthwhile to note that if the study was performed in a dedicated head and neck ultrasound clinic (ultrasound being an operator-dependent procedure), the results may not be replicated by observers in a general clinic. Finally, our study uses the same dataset to determine the set of ultrasound selection criteria for detecting malignancy nodules as well as its accuracy. This requires validation by an independent dataset, preferably in the form of a larger multicentre study.
Conclusion
Given the limitations of our study, it adds to the growing body of evidence purporting the use of ultrasound and colour Doppler as a safe, reproducible and pragmatic approach for investigating thyroid nodules for the presence of malignancy and reducing unnecessary FNA biopsies.
